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 is working with the debian team to port the patch to 4.0 RAOF: Ok. TheMuso: It's basically enabling some other voodoo; I
didn't want to just insert it without understanding what it did, but I'm pretty sure that it does the right thing. RAOF: But a

number of packages use libavcodec51 as well, so we'd need to get those in sync as well. TheMuso: Which ones? I've seen that
the Debian FFed all of FF-10. RAOF: its not that many. Ah ok. No biggy. RAOF: What do you need me to do? Get them
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sync'ed? TheMuso: Yes. TheMuso: And I'll do it. RAOF: Its a matter of getting the sync request filed and sent to the sync ML
TheMuso: It'd be really useful if you could get a changelog and bzr diff (or debdiff) of everything you're updating, so that we

can get those syncs sync'ed. I'll do that. Also, what time is it there? We probably want the 3-way merge to be in the same
timezone as the archive, and that'll be "next week" in the US. Its about 2am for me now. Ok, I'll wait for that. I'm UTC+10, so I
usually get up at 3 or 4 am. Will do and get that sync request and bzr diff sent to you. Ta. TheMuso: Oh, also, it's still 3am where

you are. So I'll have a late lunch and call it an early night. Hm ok. I'll need some food first though. :) I'll also be back on later
today, but only for a short while. 82157476af
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